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ABSTRACT

Background: The Thai Adaptation of Naming Test (TANT) is useful for assessing 
naming ability among Thais with naming deficits. However, the TANT was developed 
in 2004, meaning some words have become less common. Consequently, the TANT 
was revised for modernity and suitability for the current Thai cultural context and 
to measure the psychological properties.

Objectives: To assess the validity and reliability of the Thai Adaptation of Naming 
Test-Revised (TANT-Revised).

Materials and methods: The TANT was revised by adjusting certain items for  
suitability to the current Thai cultural context, consisting of 2 parts: Pictures of 
words and semantic cues. Subsequently, the TANT-Revised was assessed for  
content validity index (CVI), content validity for the item (I-CVI), and content validity  
Index for scale (S-CVI) test by five expert speech-language pathologists (SLPs).  
Afterward, the TANT-Revised was examined for test-retest reliability by intraclass 
correlation coefficient (ICC) in an aphasia group and a normal group, with 13 people 
per group.

Results: The results of testing for the validity of TANT-Revised by expert SLPs  
revealed that the validity for pictures (CVI = 0.96, S-CVI = 0.99, and I-CVI = 1) and 
semantic cues (CVI = 0.95, S-CVI = 0.99, and I-CVI = 1) have high reliability in the 
normal group at 0.79 and the aphasia group at 0.96.

Conclusion: This study assessed the psychological properties of the TANT-Revised 
instrument used to test naming ability. The validity of the revision test was high, 
and the TANT-Revised was deemed acceptable by experts. In addition, the test-retest 
reliability of TANT-Revised was high in both the normal and aphasia groups, implying  
the TANT-Revised is an efficient instrument for confrontation naming ability.  
However, this study was a preliminary test revision, and insufficient norm data and 
factors are affecting the test score.
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Introduction
People who have difficulty retrieving words correctly 

or lose the ability to produce a specific word in different 
contexts at the time desired suffer from “word-finding  
difficulty.”1, 2 In patients with aphasia, it is a prominent  
attribute that indicates lexical retrieval impairment.3 

The Boston Naming Test (BNT) is the most popular 
standard visual picture-naming test for lexical processing 
abilities, consisting of 60 black & white pictures with 
common easy–difficult words.4 The BNT is suitable for 
testing the naming ability of children, adults with brain 
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injury or dysfunction, aphasic patients, and of normal 
adults.5 The BNT has been developed in various forms, 
starting from the original version published by Kaplan et 
al. in 1978 as a trial with 85 items.5 Subsequently, Kaplan, 
Goodglass, and Weintraub4 revised it in 1983 with 60 
items. Later, a study on normative data was carried out 
by Van Gorp et al. on the elderly using the initial BNT 60-
item.6

 Research related to the validation of BNT has been 
carried out previously, though most studies on the validity 
of BNT intended to examine the validity of participants at 
that time to measure the sensitivity of naming ability.7-10 
Axelrod, Ricker, and Cherry7 studied the concurrent 
validity of the BNT in patients diagnosed with psychiatric 
disorders, while Locascio, Growden, and Corkin8 examined 
the validity of the BNT to detect Alzheimer’s disease (AD). 
Zgaljardic et al.9 studied the validity of the BNT in patients 
with acquired brain injuries to find the convergent validity 
of the NAB Naming Test correlated with BNT. Furthermore, 
the validity of the BNT for normal people was studied by 
Yochim, Kane, and Mueller10 to assess the convergent 
validity and discriminant validity of the NAB Naming Test 
among the elderly and analyze the relationship with BNT. 
In addition, Madore et al.11 studied the validity of the 
Verbal Naming Test and the BNT in older veterans to study 
the convergent and discriminant validity. 
 For the reliability test, the instrument has been 
demonstrated to be stable and compatible,12 especially 
the revised version of the test for reliability testing. 
In addition, most of the methods selected to analyze  
reliability are test-retest. The study of the range of  
reliability in BNT has retest periods within two weeks,  
1 month, 2 months, 8 months, and once a year. 13-17 Most 
previous studies tested healthy people with no neurological 
disorders.13-15,17 The study by Flanagan and Jackson showed 
a test-retest reliability for BNT at 0.91, while Murray  
revealed a test-retest reliability for BNT at 0.96, and Sawrie  
et al.13,15,16 showed a test-retest reliability for BNT at 
0.94. Mitrushina and Satz carried out a test-retest for the  
reliability of BNT the first and second time at 0.62, the  
second and third time at 0.65, and the first and third time 
at 0.89.17 Except for the study by Sawrie et al. tested the 
abilities of patients with epilepsy, the test-retest reliability 
of BNT was 0.94.16

 The original BNT was in English. However, when 
translated for use in other languages, BNT’s effectiveness 
in assessing naming ability is affected due to English’s  
possible unsuitability with the translated languages’ native 
cultures.18-21 Therefore, the BNT-60 item was constructed 
for development in different languages, including Brazilian  
Portuguese, Korean, Malaysian, Greek,  Spanish, Indonesian, 
and Thai.14,20,22-26

 In Thailand, Koonchit developed the Thai Adaptation 
of Naming Test (TANT) to study naming ability among 
Thai people in Bangkok aged between 20-86 years.14 The 
results revealed that younger subjects scored significantly 
higher than elderly subjects (p<0.01). TANT’s testing and 
scoring criteria are constructed in accordance with the 
standard instruction in the original BNT.14 The TANT is 

also an instrument used by SLPs for naming ability tests 
in patients with aphasia. Prasurdeengam used the TANT 
for a comparative study on naming ability in Thai patients 
with aphasia.27 She found that a group of patients with 
pathological conditions, including posterior aphasia, had 
significant mean scores for spontaneous correct responses 
and percentage for naming ability after semantic cues 
than those with anterior aphasia (p<0.05); semantic cues 
may have improved word comprehension difficulties in 
this group of patients.27

 As time passes, the frequency of some words used 
in the TANT does not communicate the current age or the 
scarcity of use in today’s daily communication. Therefore, 
the researcher aimed to revise the TANT for improved 
suitability to the current context. The TANT-Revised was 
prepared by word replacement using the same semantic 
categories. Words in the same categories were matched 
with their semantic cues, which would describe the words 
for the particular subjects in the case of naming failures.  
The selected naming words were sought from the 
Royal Thai Institute Dictionary 2011 and the corpus of 
Bandhumedha.28,29 Then, all 60 items were re-ordered by 
word frequency from the Thai National Corpus (TNC).30 
 According to the test process, the standard instructions  
from the original BNT and TANT were used for each picture, 
allowing 20 seconds to answer. Test completion was 
stopped in the case of six consecutive failures. In addition, 
stimulus cues were used in any case of misperception or 
lack of recognition. However, phonemic cues were used in 
the case of incorrect answers after cueing, which included 
the initial consonant and vowel for that word.4,14,27,31 The 
TANT-Revised uses different scoring criteria compared to 
the TANT in that if a subject responds with a spontaneous 
answer, it scores 1 point, while a correct answer after using 
the semantic cue scores 0.5 points, and a correct answer 
after using the phonemic cue scores 0.25 points. The total 
score is the sum of all correct answers.
 The TANT revised version has not been assessed for 
psychometric properties. Thus, this research aims to study 
the validity and reliability of the TANT-Revised.

Materials and methods
 This study was designed as an experimental study. 
The study was divided into two stages. The first stage was 
validity testing by five expert SLPs. The second stage was 
reliability testing by using the TANT-Revised in the aphasia 
group and the normal group.
 Data collection started from April 2021 to February 
2022 after the project was approved by the Human 
Research Ethics Unit for the Faculty of Medicine, 
Ramathibodi Hospital (COA. No. MURA2021/318 Ref. 
1335), and informed consent was received from all 
participants.   

Subjects
 Participants were recruited for this study. They would 
attend to the stage of reliability testing. The subjects  
include patients, caretakers, and visitors at the Speech 
and Language Clinic and Department of Rehabilitation  
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Medicine from the Faculty of Medicine Ramathibodi  
Hospital and Golden Jubilee Medical Center, Faculty of 
Medicine Siriraj Hospital. They were adults aged ≥ 20 years, 
divided into 2 groups comprising an aphasia group and a 
normal group consisting of 13 subjects in each group. 
 The inclusion criteria for the normal subjects in this 
study included: (1) healthy adults; and (2) a score for the 
Mini-Mental State Examination Test (MMSE-Thai) >23 
points.32 The exclusion criteria for normal subjects included 
having a medical history of neurological disorders, mental 
disorders, or problems with communication disorders. In 
the aphasic subjects, inclusion criteria included: (1) being 
diagnosed by neurologists as having aphasia for at least 6 
months post-onset; (2) having pathological conditions for 
a left-hemisphere stroke; and (3) having scored ≥40 points 
for the Aphasia Quotient (AQ) from the Thai Adaptation 
of Western Aphasia Battery Test (WAB) or having a mild to 
moderate severity level due to being severe if the score is 
lower than this.27 All participants are native Thai speakers 
living in Bangkok and the Metropolitan Region, graduated 
from elementary school or higher, and have no hearing 
and eyesight/vision problems.

Data collection and statistical analysis 
Validity testing 
 The TANT-Revised with adapted pictures that suited  
the cultural context was forwarded for content validity  
testing. The measurement of content validity consists 
of Content Validity Index (CVI), Content Validity for Item 

(I-CVI), and Content Validity Index for Scale (S-CVI). Five 
licensed SLPs with more than ten years of experience  
considered the test as containing contents and pictures 
that met the objectives of the test and could be used for 
the naming ability test. The test was revised along with 
suggestions from the experts in the case of incongruence. 
The CVI of TANT-Revised was based on criteria of >0.80, 
I-CVI should not be less than 0.78, and S-CVI should not be 
less than 0.9.33,34

Reliability testing 
 TANT-Revised was used to test the reliability of the 
participants. Test-retest reliability was used to check the 
stability of the test for naming ability scores. TANT-Revised 
also tested both groups. After two weeks, the subjects were 
re-tested using the same methods and scoring criteria. The 
total test-retest scores for the subjects were calculated for 
reliability using ICC and interpreted according to Koo and 
Li.35

Results
Validity of the TANT-Revised 
 The content validity was tested by five expert SLPs. 
The validity test of the TANT-Revised was divided into 
two parts. Part 1 comprised new black & white pictures 
drawn with lining similar to the original ones, while Part 2 
included semantic cues for the test pictures. The results of 
these two parts found that the CVI, S-CVI, and I-CVI passed 
the criteria and were accepted by the experts, as in Table 1.

Table 1. Validity of TANT-Revised.

TANT-Revised CVI S-CVI
I-CVI

Median (range)
Part 1: Picture of words 0.96 0.99 1 (0.8-1.0)
Part 2: Semantic cueing 0.95 0.99 1 (0.8-1.0)

Participants’ characters
 The normal group included four males and nine  
females aged between 32 and 71 (Mean=55.84; SD=10.65). 
In the aphasia group, eight males and five females  
aged between 34-73 years (Mean=56.38; SD=9.42). Their 
educational level, the MMSE scores for the normal group, 
an AQ score for the aphasic group, and the aphasia type 
are presented in Table 2.
 According to the test-retest for the naming ability 
of the TANT-Revised in both groups of participants, the 
scores for some correct answers used a spontaneous  
response (SR), semantic cue (SC), and phonemic cue (PC), 
including incorrect answer or no answer. The normal 
group obtained the scores in Table 3, while the aphasia 
group obtained the scores in Table 4.
 When data were analyzed by STATA showing the 
measurement and ICC of the participants in the normal 
group, which were higher than in the aphasia group, the 
ICC in the normal group was 0.79 (95% CI=0.16-0.94), and 
the subjects with aphasia was 0.96 (95% CI=0.45-0.99) 
(Table 5). These test-retest reliability values implied that 

the normal group had good reliability, whereas the aphasia 
group had excellent reliability for test-retest reliability.

Discussion
Validity of the TANT-Revised 
 The TANT-Revised included some updated words 
and all new drawings. The psychometric properties of the 
picture words and the developing semantic cues were 
studied. The researchers tested its validity. Scoring for 
itemized pictures and semantic cues was implemented 
by five experienced assessors. Test completion processes 
and scoring criteria were arranged, reviewed, and 
given feedback by the experts. The experts suggested 
adjusting some of the contents of semantic cues in items 
1 and 23 (Appendix 2) due to the descriptions of the 
words not being appropriate or clear. The researchers 
revised the test for more suitability, as suggested by 
the experts. The results shown in Table 1 conclude 
that the validity of the TANT-Revised, in terms of CVI,  
I-CVI, and S-CVI was at a very high level for content 
validity, similar to the study of Koonchit,14 and accepted 
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Table 2. General data of participants.

No.

Normal Aphasia

Gender Age 
(year) Education MMSE 

score Gender Age 
(year)

Education AQ 
score Aphasia type

Duration  
of illness 

(year)

1 Male 71 Bachelor 
degree 24 Male 61 Doctoral 

degree 94.4 Anomic 3.1

2 Female 69 Bachelor 
degree 29 Female 66 Elementary 

school 53.6 Broca’s 2.5

3 Male 32 Bachelor 
degree 28 Male 34 Senior high 

school 51.8 Broca’s 5.5

4 Female 59 Bachelor 
Degree 26 Female 53 Senior High 

School 67.1 Transcortical 
motor 12

5 Female 63 Bachelor 
degree 29 Male 57 Bachelor 

degree 57.6 Transcortical 
motor 2.5

6 Female 56 Senior high 
school 27 Female 60 Middle 

school 72.7 Anomic 18

7 Female 47 Vocational 
certificate 29 Male 60 Diploma 

degree 44.4 Broca’s 9.1

8 Female 53 Bachelor 
degree 29 Male 46 Elementary 

school 93.8 Anomic 5.5

9 Male 43 Bachelor 
degree 27 Male 52 Middle 

school 67.7 Transcortical 
sensory 0.8

10 Male 60 Elementary 
school 28 Male 73 Bachelor 

degree 69.7 Transcortical 
sensory 1.2

11 Female 63 Doctoral 
degree 26 Female 57 Bachelor 

degree 93.4 Anomic 11.8

12 Female 53 Bachelor 
degree 26 Female 55 Bachelor 

degree 91.7 Anomic 12

13 Female 57 Bachelor 
degree 26 Male 59 Middle 

School 61.6 Conduction 1.5

Table 3. Scores from TANT-Revised in the normal group from test-retest measurement. 

No

The number of answered items Interpreted score

Spontaneous response Semantic cue Phonemic cue No answer/incorrect SR+SC+PC

Test Retest Test Retest Test Retest Test Retest Test Retest
1 57 57 1 2 1 0 1 1 57.75 58.00
2 53 56 5 2 0 2 2 0 55.50 57.50
3 51 57 2 1 2 0 5 2 52.50 57.50
4 58 58 0 0 0 0 2 2 58.00 58.00
5 54 59 3 1 1 0 2 0 55.75 59.50
6 53 56 4 2 2 2 1 0 55.50 57.50
7 52 57 1 2 4 0 3 1 53.50 58.00
8 57 56 2 3 1 1 0 0 58.25 57.75
9 54 54 1 2 1 2 4 2 54.75 55.50

10 46 43 5 9 3 4 6 4 49.25 48.50
11 55 56 3 3 1 1 1 1 56.75 57.75
12 55 56 2 3 2 0 1 1 56.50 57.50
13 56 59 4 1 0 0 0 0 58.00 59.50

Mean 55.53 57.11
SD 2.58 2.76
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Table 5. Display of test-retest reliability utilizing ICC analysis for the normal group and aphasia group.
Group ICC (Average) 95 % Confident interval
Normal 0.79 0.16-0.94
Aphasia 0.96 0.45-0.99

Table 4. Scores from TANT-Revised in the aphasia group from test-retest measurement.

No

The number of answered items Interpreted score

Spontaneous response Semantic cue Phonemic cue No answer/incorrect SR+SC+PC

Test Retest Test Retest Test Retest Test Retest Test Retest
1 49 53 5 2 1 2 5 3 51.75 54.50

2 32 29 3 5 5 5 20 21 34.75 32.75

3 17 15 2 5 14 14 27 26 21.50 21.00

4 13 18 5 6 10 18 28 18 18.00 25.50

5 27 33 0 2 12 12 17 13 30.00 37.00

6 34 41 5 2 9 7 12 10 38.75 43.75

7 6 8 2 3 12 14 32 29 10.00 13.00
8 41 54 8 2 3 1 8 3 45.75 55.25

9 45 50 8 2 5 5 2 3 50.25 52.25

10 24 25 1 2 8 14 22 19 26.50 29.50

11 44 49 3 1 4 6 9 4 46.50 51.00

12 38 45 8 6 9 4 5 5 44.25 49.00

13 35 48 9 3 8 4 8 5 41.50 50.50

Mean 35.34 39.61

SD 13.21 14.11
Notes: In the first test, Subjects 4, 5, 7, and 10 in the aphasia group had six consecutive failures. Thus, the subjects had to stop completing 
the test, which had already gone through until the final part. Moreover, In the second test, Subject 7 also had six consecutive failures in 
the retest. Thus, this subject had to stop completing the test, which had already gone through until the final part.

by the experts as being an appropriate test for naming 
ability. This test conformed to a previous study about 
the measurement of the BNT, which concluded that the 
BNT had concurrent validity, sensitivity, verbal intellectual 
abilities, and naming performance with significantly 
excellent interest agreement, including high convergent 
validity and discriminant validity of the NAB naming 
test.7,9,10 In addition, the BNT was suitable for the detection 
of sensitivity and differences between patients with mild 
and severe Alzheimer’s Disease.8

Picture naming in TANT-Revised 
 A few subjects in the normal group (3.58%) had 
incorrect answers at different orders along the test.  
It was found that the number of incorrect answers in-
creased for the last ten items of the test, which conformed 
to the study of Nicholas et al.36 These wrong answers for 
the normal group could occur for those who might name 
words that were semantically related to the target words, 
e.g., the name “Lion” instead of “Leo,” (item 4). When  
semantic cues were given, they could answer correctly. 
Some words that only a few subjects could name correctly 
might need consideration for future test revision. Incorrect 

answers were different in the aphasia group, possibly due 
to brain injuries or different neurological dysfunctions.27, 37 
The item with the least correct answers was “Asparagus”  
(item 53), ranked as one of the last ten items in the test. 
This incorrect answer may be associated with verbal  
paraphasia and semantically related to the target word. 
Thus, a replacement was required, e.g., named “Water 
bamboo shoot”; and perceptual misnaming, e.g., named 
“Candle”.

Reliability of TANT-Revised   
 The TANT-Revised reliability was evaluated using 
test-retest among the participants (normal and aphasic 
groups). It was analyzed by ICC. In Table 3, a strong 
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was presented and 
interpreted based on the results from the study of Koo 
and Li as a tool that had high stability for the test-retest 
examination within 2 weeks.13 The results were the same 
as a previous study by Koonchi in which the test-retest 
reliability was 0.94 (r=0.8-1.0).14

 The TANT-Revised uses a 60-item format that also 
had results for test-retest reliability that were similar 
to the study of Thompson and Heaton, which could 
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better differentiate patients with naming impairment.38 
Moreover, it had a high correlation with the 85-item 
version (r=0.96) used to test patients with mental and 
neurological disorders. The reliability in this study had 
a strong result similar to the study of a normal group by 
Mitrushina and Satz to find reliability, which found that 
test-retest reliability was 0.62-0.89.17 Murray found the 
reliability was 0.96 (p<0.001).15 The results also conformed 
to the study of Flanagan and Jackson, with test-retest 
reliability of 0.91.13 Likewise, the study of Sawrie et al.16 
demonstrated that test-retest reliability was 0.94 in 
patients with epilepsy.
 The TANT-Revised in this study had high reliability, 
implying that it could be a good tool for assessment in 
both normal and aphasia groups. Because of several 
issues, such as selecting words for naming from the Thai 
dictionary, which is a source of data for accepted terms, 
the frequency of words is more suited for communications, 
including the test-retest reliability process within two 
weeks according to the theory in the study by Streiner 
and Norman.12 Moreover, the lining of word pictures from 
the TANT-Revised implied that the words were good for 
the imagination of participants. Whenever they see the 
pictures, they can recognize and name them.39

Limitations of the study
 All participants were recruited from clinical settings. It 
might not represent all aphasia patients in the community. 
The TANT-Revised has no sufficiently normative data or 
cut-off points for naming ability assessment in a study for 
large groups. Thus, those using the TANT-Revised should 
be aware of the word frequency because the frequency 
data from the Thai National Corpus may sometimes need 
to be updated. As a result, the word frequency remains 
subject to change. Therefore, they might be reordered for 
a new set in future studies. 

Future study
 Data should be collected to find the norms and cut-
off points in larger groups, which could be used as the 
norms of Thais for naming ability. This study does not 
control for gender, age, or education factors. Thus, it could 
not be concluded whether such factors have any effect 
on the score of the test. There should be studies on the 
factors of education, age, gender, or aphasia type that 
might affect word retrieval ability by TANT-Revised.

Conclusion
 This study aimed to assess the validity and reliability 
of the TANT (revised version). The test was revised to 
reflect updated words and suitable semantic cues for 
better understanding and accuracy in terms of score 
calculation.    
 The revised test was examined for validity by five 
expert SLPs, with their opinions toward target words 
correlated with pictures and semantic cues. The CVI, S-CVI, 
and I-CVI were high, implying that the acceptance from the 
experts confirmed its suitability as a naming ability test. 
The reliability measurement with the test-retest method 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  
 

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

in the normal and aphasia groups used ICC. It was found
that the tool had high reliability for both groups.
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Appendix 1. Word items and semantic cue of TANT
No Item Semantic cue No Item Semantic cue
1 ต้น้ไม้้ - 31 วงเวยีน สำำ�หรับัว�ดกลม้

2 กรัรัไกรั ใช้ต้้ดั 32 ต้ั �กแต้น แม้ลง

3 หว ี ใช้แ้ต้่งผม้ 33 ฮิปิโปโปเต้ม้สัำ -
4 ดอกไม้้ - 34 เปลญวน ใช้น้อน

5 เล่�อย เครั่�องม้อ่ช้�่ง 35 หนุม้�น ต้วัละครัในรั�ม้เกยีรัต้ิ �

6 แปรังสำฟัีัน ใช้ใ้นป�ก 36 สำม้อ อุปกรัณ์์เรัอ่

7 ดอกเหด็ กนิได้ 37 บว่ง ใช้แ้ขวนคอ

8 ไม้แ้ขวนเสำ่�อ พบในต้้้ 38 บ�้นเรัอ่นไทย -
9 ธน้ ใช้ย้งิ 39 รัถเขน็ลอ้เดยีว -

10 พวงหรัดี ใช้ใ้นง�นศพ 40 บุง้กี� -
11 ต้ะเกยีบ ใช้ค้บีอ�ห�รั 41 กรัะบองเพช้รั พช่้ในทะเลทรั�ย

12 กลอน อย้ท่ี�ปรัะต้้ 42 หอยท�ก -
13 เต้ยีง ใช้น้อน 43 เกม้สำโ์ดม้โิน -
14 ดนิสำอ ใช้เ้ขยีน 44 นกกรัะจอกเทศ -
15 ขลุย่ เครั่�องดนต้รัี 45 กลอ้งจลุทรัรัศน์ -
16 ไม้ก้ว�ด ใช้ท้ำ�คว�ม้สำะอ�ด 46 หน่อไม้ฝ้รัั �ง -
17 ช้ฎ� ที�สำวม้ศรีัษะ 47 หน้�จั �ว สำว่นปรัะกอบของบ�้น

18 ปรัะทดั ใช้ใ้นเทศก�ลจนี 48 เรัอ่สำำ�เภ�จนี -
19 บนัไดเล่�อน - 49 พณิ์ เครั่�องดนต้รัี

20 ลก้คดิ ใช้ค้ดิเลข 50 สำงิห ์ สำตั้วใ์นวรัรัณ์คดี

21 กรัวย ใช้ใ้นก�รัเท 51 โต้ก ใช้ใ้สำอ่�ห�รั

22 คมี้ เครั่�องม้อ่ 52 หบีเพลงป�ก เครั่�องดนต้รัี

23 อฐ้ สำตั้วท์ี�อย้ใ่นทะเลทรั�ย 53 ต้ะกรัอ้ป�ก ใช้ก้บัสำนุขั

24 อนุสำ�วรัยีป์รัะช้�ธปิไต้ย - 54 บ�ยศรั ี ใช้ใ้นง�นพธิี

25 เฮิลคิอปเต้อรั์ - 55 ต้ั �ง ใช้น้ั �ง

26 โปรัแทรักเต้อรั ์ ใช้ว้ดัม้มุ้ 56 ไม้ร้ัะแนง ใช้ใ้นสำวน

27 ต้�ลปัต้รั เครั่�องใช้ข้องพรัะ 57 แอก ใช้ใ้นง�นเกษต้รั

28 ม้ะม้ว่งหมิ้พ�นต้์ - 58 หบีเพลงม้อ่ เครั่�องดนต้รัี

29 ภเ้ข�ไฟั ภเ้ข�ช้นิดหน่�ง 59 ฝ�ละม้ี ฝ�หม้อ้โบรั�ณ์

30 ม้�้นำ�� สำตั้วท์ะเล 60 ทบัทรัวง เครั่�องปรัะดบับรัเิวณ์หน้�อก
Note: (-) Semantic cues of the original words from TANT that had not been available before.
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Appendix 2. Word items and semantic cue of TANT-Revised
No Item Semantic cue No Item Semantic cue
1 ดอกไม้้ สำว่นที�ผลอิอกจ�กต้น้หรัอ่กิ�งของต้น้ไม้้ 31 คมี้ เครั่�องม้อ่

2 ต้น้ไม้้ เป็นพช่้ทั �วไป 32 ลก้คดิ ใช้ค้ดิเลข

3 เต้ยีง ใช้น้อน 33 ช้ฎ� ที�สำวม้ศรีัษะ

4 สำงิห์ สำตั้วใ์นวรัรัณ์คดี 34 ช้กัโครัก* ที�นั �งถ่�ยอุจ�รัะ

5 กลอน อย้ท่ี�ปรัะต้้ 35 หนุม้�น ต้วัละครัในรั�ม้เกยีรัต้ิ �

6 ธน้ ใช้ย้งิ 36 เต้น็ท*์ ที�พกัอ�ศยัช้ั �วครั�ว

7 ดนิสำอ ใช้เ้ขยีน 37 ฉิ่ิ�ง* เครั่�องดนต้รัปีรัะเภทต้ี

8 ไม้แ้ขวนเสำ่�อ พบในต้้้ 38 บ�้นเรัอ่นไทย ที�อย้อ่�ศยั

9 พณิ์ เครั่�องดนต้รัี 39 ม้�้ล�ย* เป็นสำตั้วท์ี�ม้ ี4 ข�
10 หว ี ใช้แ้ต้่งผม้ 40 ปรัะทดั ใช้ใ้นเทศก�ลของจนี

11 ต้ะเกยีบ ใช้ค้บีอ�ห�รั 41 บ�ยศรัี ใช้ใ้นง�นพธิี

12 อนุสำ�วรัยีป์รัะช้�ธปิไต้ย สำถ�นที�ต้ั �งอย้ก่่�งกล�งวงเวยีนบนถนน 42 หอยท�ก สำตั้วท์ี�ม้เีปลอ่กแขง็หุม้้

13 พวงม้�ลยั* อุปกรัณ์์บงัคบัรัถหรัอ่เรัอ่ 43 แปรังสำฟัีัน อุปกรัณ์์ที�ใช้ท้ำ�คว�ม้สำะอ�ดในช้อ่งป�ก

14 กรัวย ใช้ใ้นก�รัเท 44 นกกรัะจอกเทศ สำตั้วปี์กขน�ดใหญ่

15 ภเ้ข�ไฟั ภเ้ข�ช้นิดหน่�ง 45 โจงกรัะเบน* ผ�้นุ่งช้นิดหน่�ง

16 ไม้ก้ว�ด ใช้ท้ำ�คว�ม้สำะอ�ด 46 พวงหรัดี ใช้ใ้นง�นศพ

17 อฐ้ สำตั้วท์ี�อย้ใ่นทะเลทรั�ย 47 ลก้เต๋้�* วตั้ถุทรังเหลี�ยม้ม้หีกหน้�

18 กรัรัไกรั ใช้ต้้ดั 48 ม้�้นำ�� สำตั้วท์ะเล

19 ขลุย่ เครั่�องดนต้รัี 49 แวน่ขย�ย* ใช้ส้ำำ�หรับัสำอ่งดใ้หเ้หน็เป็นภ�พขย�ย

20 เรัอ่ใบ* พ�หนะท�งนำ��ช้นิดหน่�ง 50 บนัไดเล่�อน ใช้เ้ดนิข่�นลง

21 เล่�อย เครั่�องม้อ่ช้�่ง 51 โต๊้ะหม้้บ่ช้้�* ที�ว�งเครั่�องสำกัก�รัะต้่�งๆ

22 เฮิลคิอปเต้อรั์ พ�หนะที�เดนิท�งบนฟ้ั� 52 ม้ะม้ว่งหมิ้พ�นต้์ ไม้ผ้ลช้นิดหน่�ง

23 บว่ง เช้อ่กที�ทำ�เป็นวงสำำ�หรับัคลอ้ง 53 หน่อไม้ฝ้รัั �ง เป็นผกัช้นิดหน่�ง

24 รัะน�ด* เครั่�องดนต้รัปีรัะเภทต้ี 54 โต้ก ใช้ว้�งอ�ห�รั

25 สำม้อ อุปกรัณ์์เรัอ่ 55 ฝ�ช้*ี สำำ�หรับัครัอบอ�ห�รั

26 ต้ั �กแต้น แม้ลง 56 กรัะบองเพช้รั/
ต้ะบองเพช้รั

พช่้ในทะเลทรั�ย

27 ม้อเต้อรัไ์ซค*์ รัถที�ม้ลีอ้สำองลอ้ 57 ต้�ลปัต้รั เครั่�องใช้ข้องพรัะ

28 กลอ้งจลุทรัรัศน์ อุปกรัณ์์สำำ�หรับัม้องวตั้ถุขน�ดเลก็ 58 บุง้กี�/ปุ้งกี� ใช้โ้กยดนิ

29 วงเวยีน สำำ�หรับัว�ดวงกลม้ 59 เปลญวน ใช้น้อน

30 ม้งัคดุ* ผลไม้ช้้นิดหน่�ง 60 เกอ่กม้�้* เหลก็รัป้โคง้
Note: Asterisk (*) = Revised word items.


